LY Adverbs: Combined List

abruptly
absently
absentmindedly
actually
adversely
affectionately
amazingly
angrily
anxiously
arrogantly
bashfully
beautifully
boldly
bravely
breathlessly
brightly
briskly
broadly
calmly
carefully
carelessly
certainly
cheaply
cheerfully
cleanly
clearly
cleverly
closely
clumsily
coaxingly
commonly
compassionately
conspicuously
continually
coolly
correctly
crisply
crossly
curiously
daintily
dangerously
darkly
dearly
deceivingly
delicately
delightfully
desperately
determinedly
diligently
disgustingly
distinctly
doggedly
dreamily
dully
empty
energetically
enormously
enticingly
entirely
enviously
especially
evenly
exactly
excitedly
exclusively
expertly
extremely
fairly
faithfully
famously
fearlessly
ferociously
fervently
finally
foolishly
fortunately
frankly
frantically
freely
frenetically
frightfully
fully
furiously
generally
generously
gently
gleefully
gratefully
greatly
greedily
grumpily
guiltily
happily
harsly
hatefully
heartily
heavily
helpfully
helplessly
highly
hopelessly
hungrily
immediately
importantly
impulsively
inadvertently
increasingly
incredibly
innocently
instantly
intensely
intently
inwardly
jokingly
kindly
knowingly
lawfully
lightly
likely
longingly
loudly
madly
marvelously
meaningfully
mechanically
meekly
mentally
messily
mindfully
miserably
mockingly
mockingly
mostly
mysteriously
naturally
nearly
neatly
negatively
nervously
nicely
obviously
occasionally
oddlly
openly
outwardly
partially
passionately
patiently
perfectly
perpetually
playfully
pleasantly
pleasingly
politely
poorly
positively
potentially
powerfully
professionally
properly
proudly
quaveringly
quickly
quietly
quintessentially
rapidly
rapturously
ravenously
readily
reassuringly
regretfully
reluctantly
reproachfully
restfully
rightfully
rigidly
rudely
sadly
safely
scarcely
searchingly
seadely
seemingly
selfishly
separately
seriously
sharply
sheepishly
sleepily
slowly
slyly
softly
solidly
speedily
sternly
stingily
strictly
stubbornly
successfully
superstitiously
surprisingly
suspiciously
sympathetically
tenderly
terribly
thankfully
thoroughly
thoughtfully
tightly
totally
tremendously
triumphantly
truly
truthfully
understandably
unfairly
unfortunately
unhappily
unwillingly
urgently
usually
utterly
vastly
venomously
viciously
violently
warmly
warily
wholly
wildly
willfully
wisely
wonderfully
wonderingly
worriedly

LY imposters
chilly
friendly
ghastly
ghostrily
holy
kingly
knightly
lonely
lovely
orderly
prickly
queenly
surly
ugly
worldly
wrinkly